
Media Language 

Media Key Terms 
Media Language 
The way in which a text is 
constructed to create meaning.   

Introducing the key concepts
• Representation 
• Audiences 
• Institutions
• Language 
• Ideology 
• Narrative
• Genre  

Codes 
Systems of signs which create 
meaning.

Conventions 
The generally accepted ways of 
doing something.

Denote
Its literal meaning. e.g. a 
heart is an organ in the 
body. 

Connote
To suggest a connection. e.g. 
a red heart connotes love.

Target audience
a particular group at which a 
product is aimed at. e.g. a film.

=

Technical Codes
Technical codes are all the ways 
in which equipment is used to 
tell the story in a media text, for 
example the camera work in a 
film.

Uses and gratifications theory
Is an approach to understanding why and how people actively seek 
out specific media to satisfy specific needs.

How users deliberately choose media that will satisfy given needs 
such as: enhancing knowledge, relaxation, social interactions

• Inform and educate/Surveillance
Using the media to find out what is going on around us. 
For example, reading a music magazine which tells the 
audience what has been going on in the lives of celebrities 
• Entertainment
Viewers watch programmes for enjoyment. 
• Personal Identity
Viewers can recognise a person, role models that reflect 
similar values to themselves and mimic or copy some of 
their characteristics 
• Social Interaction
the ability for media products to produce a topic of 
conversation between people.

Symbolic Codes 
Show what is beneath the 
surface of what we see. For 
example, a character's 
actions show you how the 
character is feeling.

MEDIA LANGUAGE 
Refers to; media language elements, technology, genre, 
intertextuality and narrative. 

MEDIA REPRESENTATION
Mediation, stereotypes, inequality in representation, themes and 
ideologies, representation and context and audience.

MEDIA INDUSTRIES
Media producers, ownership and control, convergence, funding, 
industries and audiences, media regulation, target audience, 
technology, active audiences, uses and gratification, changing 
audience responses

CONTEXTS 

Social How media products 
reflect the society in 
which they are 
produced and that of 
their target audience. 

Cultural How media products 
reflect the arts and 
culture, including 
popular culture, of their 
time.

Historical How media products 
reflect historical events 
and social changes.

Political Hoe media products 
reflect political 
viewpoints, messages, 
values and beliefs

IDEOLOGY
A system of ideas and ideals. Usually 
referring to economic or political 
theory.
STEREOTYPE
a widely held but fixed and 
oversimplified image or idea of a 
particular type of person or thing.

Niche Market
A small, 

specialised 
market for a 

particular 
product or 

service.

Mass Market
The market 
for goods 
that are 

produced in 
large 

quantities

Genre is a style or category of art, music, or literature

MEDIA TEXT 
Refers to any product
ESCAPISM
To seek distraction and relief 
from unpleasant realities

Intertextuality - When a text 
makes deliberate references to 
other media texts



MOJO magazine 

Class MOJO gains a similar share of middle class and working class 
readers (MOJO’s pitch to advertisers claims a mostly middle 
class audience, possibly based on circulation, but the National 
Readership Survey readership figures suggest otherwise). 

Gender MOJO is four times more likely to be read by men than by 
women

Age The readership is adult. Nearly two thirds of the readers are 
over 35. However, a higher proportion of 15-34 year olds read 
the magazine compared to the proportion of over 35 year olds.

MOJO readers 

Bauer Media Group is a European-
based media company, headquartered 
in Hamburg, Germany that manages a 
portfolio of more than 600 magazines.

CIRCULATION - Magazines receive revenue from 
circulation, advertising, sponsored content and product 
placement and events. The print magazine industry is 
suffering from falling advertising revenues and falling 
circulations as many of their audience go online. 

REPRESENTATION - MOJO wishes to attract a target 
audience that shares its reverence for ‘classic rock’. 
MOJO’s anti-stereotypical positive representation of 
older people as popular musicians. The magazine 
represents white male musicians .

Media 
language 
element 

MOJO Connotation We Love Pop Connotation 

Layout Ordered content 
with the cover 
lines mostly 
aligned and one 
central image 

Connotes 
seriousness

Cluttered 
layout with 
use of 
diagonals and 
irregular 
boxes 

Connotes 
excitement 

Colour 
Scheme

Colour palette is 
mostly limited to 
black and white 
plus touches of 
muted red and 
yellow 

Black 
background 
connotes 
sophistication 
and elegance 

Colour palette 
includes neon 
pink and 
saturated blue

Connotes 
youthful 
femininity

Music magazines 
come in a range 
of genres. In the 
exam you may 
be asked to 
compare MOJO 
magazine with a 
magazine from 
another genre. 
There are a 
range of music 
magazines 

Music magazine comparisons 

Music Magazine 



Photoshop

Practical Content 

PHOTOSHOP is a digital photo editing software created by Adobe. 

Workspace 

A
View tools

B
Select tools

C
Enhance tools

D
Draw tools

E
Modify tools

F
Colour

Types of graphics

A bitmap graphic is composed of many tiny parts, 
called pixels, which are often many different colours. It is 
possible to edit each individual pixel.
Bitmap graphics are often quite large.
When you resize a bitmap graphic, it tends to lose quality. 

WHAT IS A VECTOR GRAPHIC? 
Vector graphics are created in graphics packages and consist of 
shapes called objects. Vector graphics are scalable - i.e. when 
you resize them, they do not lose quality.

WHAT IS A BITMAP GRAPHIC? 
When you take a photograph using a digital camera or scan an 
image the image shown is bitmap.

There are many standard formats for saving bitmaps. 

Below are examples of some of the most common files:

GIF is a common format for images that appear on Web pages.

JPEG is a compression scheme that works well for natural 
scenes such as scanned photographs.

PNG format retains many of the advantages of the GIF format 
but also compresses files without the loss of data.

CMYK vs RGB

CMYK: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black are the 
colours used when images are being printed. 
Therefore when work is going to be printed 
make sure it is adjusted to CMYK in the settings.

RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the colours used 
when images are viewed onscreen.

You will find that all Adobe packages follow a similar house style  

: Below is the workspace area  for Photoshop

In Photoshop, layers are used to work on individual 
parts of an image whilst not affecting other parts. They 
allow you to modify your image, add text, change 
colours, put two pictures on the same page, and more 
without modifying your original photo.

Photoshop layers are like sheets of stacked acetate. You 
can see through certain parts of a layer to the layer 
below.

There are different type of layers within Photoshop, 
these include:
ADJUSTMENT LAYER
This layer allows you to create a transparent layer 
where you can make direct changes to your 
photograph without making any changes to your 
original.
TEXT LAYER
This allows you to add text to your image. You can 
change the font, colour, size and shape of text.
DUPLICATE LAYER
This layer will create a duplicate copy of whatever layer 
you are on. This sharpens the image or layer you are 
currently working on.

Layers within Photoshop

There are many features within Photoshop that 
you will discover. Some examples are shown here.
ENHANCING TOOLS 
If you have a slightly blurry image, use the 

‘SHARPEN’ tool to make an image look sharper.
Whilst the ‘BLUR’ tool will make your image 
become blurry. 

SELECTION TOOLS
The ‘CLONE’ tool allows you to 
copy one area of the layer to 
another area of the layer.

The ‘MAGIC WAND’ selects 
pixels based on tone and colour.

The ‘QUICK SELECTION’ is 
somewhat similar to the Magic 
Wand but also looks  for similar 
textures in the image.



Music Magazine 

CODES are systems of signs which create meaning. 

Conventions 
The generally accepted ways of doing something. For example notice that all three music 
magazines feature a masthead at the top and have a three colour-way. 

Here is an example of singer Rihanna featured on the front cover of two music magazines 
with different genres. ‘We love pop’ a pop magazine and ‘Vibe’ an R&B magazine. Music 
magazines follow particular codes and conventions not matter the magazine genre. 

Representation 

Target
Audience 
In order for both 
magazines to 
reach its target 
audience many 
factors are 
considered such 
as colour scheme, 
the models body 
language , font 
type/size and 
layering.  

Age and Gender Music magazines often use a gender profile to attract their 
audience. They may be read by anyone – but they are 
specifically targeted towards a specific gender profile.

Psychometric A Psychometric Audience Profile defines an audience by how 
they think and by considering their values, attitudes 
and lifestyle (VALs).

What is meant by target audience 
A particular group at which a product such as a film or advertisement is aimed at. If there 
isn’t an audience for a media text then it won’t be successful. Media producers define and 
categorise their audience through demographic profiles.

Genre
Genre is the way in which a text is constructed to create meaning. There are many different 
music genres such as Pop, Rock and R&B.

Technical Codes
Technical codes are all the ways in which equipment is used to tell the story in a media 
text, for example, ‘We Love Pop’ using lots of images and layers to create a collage, 
which is something many young females would do.

Symbolic Codes 
Show what is beneath the surface of what we see. For example, ‘We Love Pop’ front cover 
using pink and light blue, which are conventionally ‘girly colours’.

A Upper Middle Class    
B Middle Class
C1 Lower Middle Class
C2 Skilled Working Class
D Working Class
E Those at the lowest level of subsistence 

Understanding class and status 

The masthead (title) is typically positioned at the top of the magazine. This is in a large 
font .

The main image will take up majority of the cover. Conventionally an MCU shot is used 
and they are positioned predominately towards the centre.

Cover lines are conventional for music magazines as they help to tell the audience 
what articles are featured inside. The main cover line will feature the artist/group on 
the cover. 

Below is the NRS Social Grade classification created by the National Readership 
Survey over 50 years ago. Class and status is important when targeting an audience. 

MASS MEDIA products that are 
intended to reach a large 
audience.
NICHE MEDIA  is designed to 
appeal to very specific audience



The Lego Movie: Industry

The Lego Movie
The Lego Movie (2014) illustrates the concept of tent-pole (A major motion picture which is 
expected to generate major income) film production by media conglomerates. Its success 
was of major importance to the studio in terms of funding other projects. 

Media Producers
Warner Bros. Pictures is a major 
player in the motion picture 
industry. WB Pictures produces 
a wide slate of big-hitting box 
office movies each year that are 
released across the globe. 2016 
marked the tenth consecutive 
year that WB Pictures crossed 
the £3 billion mark at the global 
box office.

Ownership and Control
The Lego brand works with Warner Brothers in various ways. The Warner Bros. 
conglomerate produces the Lego movies in conjunction with Lin Films. Warner Bros. 
distribute the films to a large number of countries theatrically, as well as use their own 
Warner Bros. subsidiaries to release the DVDs and BluRay discs. They also own the 
videogame division (Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment) who produce and release 
the video games. This is an example of vertical integration. 

The Big Six These film companies 
are known as ‘The Big 
Six. They are the six 
largest film 
conglomerates world-

wide (North America)  
90% of films 
produced are from 
these companies 
alone.

Conglomerate a company that owns numerous companies involved in 
mass media enterprises.

Subsidiary company that is owned or controlled by another company, 
which is called the parent company.

Horizontal 
Integration

An organisation develops by buying up competitors in the same 
section of the market. E.g. when a film company buys out 
another film company.

Vertical 
Integration 

Media Company owns different businesses in the same chain of 
production and distribution.

Media 
Convergence

Is when different media technologies and platforms interlink 
with each other

Key words for this unit 

The film is part computer generated 
imagery (CGI) and part real Lego bricks. 
Lego brand designers were heavily 
involved in the construction of the film’s 
content. Their ideas were then used by 
the Australian animators who made the 
film. 

Convergence
In 2015, Lego was named Brand 
Finance’s most powerful brand of the 
year - over Apple and Ferrari. As well as 
the toys, there are eight LEGOLAND's 
globally. There is also a growing online 
and videogame market linked to the 
Lego movies and the playsets.

Audience



The Lego Movie: Industry

Uses and Gratifications theory - Bloomer and Katz’s

Uses and 
gratifications

• The social, cultural and political significance of media 
products, including the themes or issues they address, the 
fulfilment of needs and desires, and the functions they serve 
in everyday life and society

• The ways in which people’s media practices are connected to 
their identity, including their sense of actual and desired self

• Blumler and katz’s uses and gratifications theory

• Inform and educate/Surveillance
• Entertainment

• Personal Identity
• Social Interaction

Digitally convergent media is when digital/online media 
content, networks and technologies are interconnected. 
The video game offers 15 levels and 90 playable characters, 
many of which can be purchased as Mini figures, so the 
Lego brand benefits from this as both the game and the film 
also act as an advertisement for their consumer products.

The Lego Movie Video Game was the first Lego video game 
where everything in the gaming world was made out of 
bricks. This allowed a cross-over for the plastic construction 
bricks within a gaming world for audiences and vice versa -
although it was not a game where you could use the bricks 
for construction like Minecraft

Media Convergence

Media practices are widely connected 
to Blumler and Katz’s Uses and 
Gratifications theory. the target 
audience for the video game is 
younger than the film. This can be 
seen through its level of difficulty, 
which provides a younger audience. 
Criticism was mixed for the game and 
its narrative, it takes the narrative 
from the film but lacks humour. 

Narrative – another way of saying story

Intertextuality – the relationship between texts (media products). E.g. The Lego 
Movie game, the film and the toys  

Ownership and Control
• The budget for The Lego Movie was an estimated $60,000,000. It made this back in 

its first weekend in the USA alone. Box Office MoJo state it has a worldwide gross of 
over $311 million. (money after all costs and expenditures e.g. paying the cast and 
film)

• Lin, Lee, Lord and Miller all went onto produce the following Lego films; The Lego 
Batman Movie and The Lego Ninjago Movie (both released in 2017). 

• The Lego Movie 2 was released in 2019 and, a further spin off, The Billion Brick 
Race is soon to be released. 

Convergence 
• The film is part computer generated imagery (CGI) and 

part real Lego bricks
• Lego also decided to create more toy Lego sets. This 

included 17 different Lego sets, based on the different 
‘worlds’ in the movie (City, Wildest, Space and one 
named ‘Wyldstyle Chase’). There were also 16 
collectable mini figures that included iconic Lego 
characters. 

The Billion
Brick Race

Audience 
• Lego was named brand finance of the year in 2015 and 

again in 2017.
• Lego currently has 8 Lego theme parks worldwide 

owned by Merlin Entertainment
• The film was aimed at both younger children who 

played with Lego and their parents who had in the past
• Lego made adverts during peak time on ITV attracting 6 

million TV viewers and 1 million online viewers



The Lego Movie: Advertisement 

Poster Analysis

There are two types of film posters, teaser and theatrical.  The 
following are Lego movie posters that will need to be analysed 
in detail.
Theatrical Poster 
• Released closer to the film release date
• Shows the main cast 
• Has more detail than a teaser poster, such as highlighting 

the main location of the film 
• Includes the directors and producers, (WB) 
• Reveals the release date of the film 

Teaser Poster 
• Released when the film is still in production
• Usually shows one character
• Does not have that much detail, usually a plain or not too visible background
• Only shows the institution (WB)
• Usually shows coming soon or release date

Skyline – Suggests that there is a hero in the movie that saves 
the day and that the hero does not have much or any friends.
Masthead – This is shown in the top centre of the poster and is 
quite large in size, they have used the Lego effect on the font
Main Image – Emmet in the centre of the poster, highlighting 
he is the main protagonist. Emmet looks like he is running away 
unlike the characters around him that look they are running 
towards the danger to save the day. 
Colour Scheme – A range of bright and vibrant colours used
Institutional Information – showing details of the movie

• Villain This is the character who fights against the hero
• Dispatcher - The character who invites the hero to eliminate the evil
• Helper - The character who helps the hero fight against evil
• Princess - The character who needs to be rescued from the evil villain
• Donor - The character who offers some sort of help to the hero by providing an 

object(s) that will help the hero in his/her quest
• Hero - The character who eliminates the villain and weds the princess
• False Hero - The character who pretends to be the hero but really is evil  

The 
Princess

The Donor The 
Helper

The 
Dispatcher

The Hero The False-
Hero

The Villain

Propps Character Theory 

Propp’s
Type 

Lego 
Movie 

Character 

Reasons Why 

Hero Emmet He is the central focus of the story and ends up saving the 
world 

Villain Lord 
Business

He is trying to freeze the entire world with his weapon 
‘The Kraggle’

Donor Little Boy 
(Finn)

Gives Emmet the piece of resistance for him to save the 
world

Helper Wyldstyle Mentors Emmet to become a master builder and keeps 
him safe

Princess Wyldstyle Emmet is trying to impress her and they fall in love

Dispatcher Vitruvius Gives advice to Emmet and tells him about the prophecy 

False Hero Batman Portrayed as a typical hero but ends up being not very nice



The Lego Movie: Video Game

The Lego Movie: Video Game
The Lego Movie video game is an example of successful vertical integration where a 
subsidiary of a global media producer, Warner Bros, has been used to produce a video game 
linked directly to the film with the same name.

Lego had been a well-established household brand until 1998 - and it had never reported 
a loss. By 2003 Lego was $800 million in debt. 2010 saw the online LEGO Universe 
launched, but was then closed in 2012 due to the lack of success. However, this negative 
experience supported Lego in creating future partnerships for both its digital content 
and video game development with TT Games and Warner Bros Interactive 
Entertainment. 
Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment currently owns the intellectual property (IP) to 
multiple high profile video games and several video game developers which now makes 
it one of the largest video game publishers, outside of the ‘big 3’ (Microsoft, Sony and 
Nintendo).

Ownership and Control

The Lego Movie was awarded 
a ‘U’ film rating, Pegi awarded 
the Lego Movie Game ‘7’ 
years of age. This is as the 
content of the game includes 
‘non-realistic looking violence 
towards fantasy characters’ 
and ‘violence that is set in a 
cartoon, slapstick or child like 
setting that could be 
upsetting to very young 
children’. 

Regulation

Convergence
Other merchandise included The Lego 
Movie Game from TT Games, and 
ranges of school supplies, stickers and 
activity books by a range of global 
partners. 
• The Lego Movie twitter site and 
website (now unavailable) were 
launched in 2012. 
• The Twitter page currently has over 
69K followers and promotes all of the 
other Lego films. 
• Lego’s YouTube channel (which was 
established shortly after the release of 
YouTube in 2005) released ‘sneak peaks’ 
of the characters, like President 
Business, in the run up to the film 
release and before the trailer of the first 
trailer. 

Regulation and Target Audience
• Lego were keen to ensure that their 

reputation with parents 
• Although The Lego Movie was awarded 

a Universal film rating, The Pegi Award 
for The Lego Movie Game is ‘7’ years

• Arguably the target audience for the 
video game is younger than the film.

Media Producers
• WB Games is the trade name for Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment. WB 

Games is a publisher, developer, licensor and distributor of entertainment 
content for ‘the interactive space across all platforms, including console, 
handheld, mobile and PC-based gaming for both internal and third party game 
titles’. They had produced games such as Batman Forever and Looney Tunes in 
20013 and 2004

• TT Fusion is a British video game developer that is a division of TT Games. In 
November 2007, WB began working with TT Games 

• It was both WB Games and TT Fusion that designed TLM Game.



Types of music videos  

Performance Narrative Concept 

Feature the artist x

Containing shots of the artist 
performing 

x

Tells a story x x

Usually filmed or edited like a 
movie

x

Showing the artist/band lip 
syncing

x

Story often does not match x

Does not always feature the 
artist 

x

Often includes many close up
shots 

x

Does not feature the artist x

Features the artist or band 
highlighting their talent 

x

Story often matches the lyrics 

May show a crowd/ audience x

Non structured narrative x

With many music 
videos on can tell 
there genre based on 
the mise en scene 
alone

The purpose of a music video
• The purpose of a music video is to promote the artist’s image, identity, talent or 

status for an audience.
• Music videos are created to help showcase or promote the artist’s musical prowess 

for a specific audience.

Media Language
• Mise-en-scene
• Editing
• Camera
• Sound

Representation
• Gender
• Stereotypes
• Countertypes

Audience
• Target audience

Conventions of performance music videos
• Lip-syncing
• Live performance (e.g. playing 

instruments)
• Main focus on artist or band
• Perform to camera(s)

Conventions of narrative music videos
• Video tells a story!
• Usually filmed and edited like a movie
• Story often matches lyrics (not always)
• Doesn’t always feature artist (usually 

does)

Conventions of concept music videos
• Usually has a non structured narrative 

(story)
• Story often does not match the lyrics 
• Does not feature the artist 

A music video is a short film that 
integrates a song with imagery, and is 
produced 
for promotional or artistic purpose. 
There are three types of music videos: 
performance, narrative and concept

Some music genres:
Dance Rap Hip-hop Rock Pop Garage/Dubstep Reggae Jazz     Soul   
Grime Heavy Metal Classical Punk Country        R&B         Blues

Music Video



Camera Angles, Movement and Shots 

Extreme Long Shot (ELS):
Extreme Long Shot’s are used mainly to set the 
scene of the movie you are trying to create. It 
usually shows the outside of a building or even a 
landscape to give the audience a brief idea of 
where the scene takes place.

Long Shot (LS)
The shot requires a full shot showing the entire 
human body with the head near the top of the 
frame and the feet near the bottom, not cropping 
anything out. 

Medium Shot (MS):
A Medium Shot is usually 
used for dialogue scenes, 
only showing the human 
from the waist and 
upwards. If more than three 
figures are shown in the 
scene then this eventually 
becomes a long shot. 
The Medium Shot is very 
similar to the Over-the-
shoulder which positions the 
camera behind a person only 
showing the back of the 
head and shoulder.

Over-the-shoulderMedium Shot

Medium Close Up Shot (MCU):
The shot requires a shot usually from the shoulders 
up. This shot allows the audience to concentrate on 
the facial expression. or a particular Mis-en-scene 
showing very little background. The director may 
choose to make the background a blur to gain the 
audience’s attention 

Medium close up Shot

Extreme Close-Up Shot (ECU):
The Extreme Close-Up Shot 
magnifies beyond what the human 
eye would imagine. This shot is 
usually used to make a dramatic 
and tense effect and covers the 
entire screen.

Extreme close up Shot

Bird’s-eye view:
This view shows a scene 
from overhead.

High Angle:
This angle is similar to the Bird’s-
eye view but not as high up. The 
camera is slanted in the action, 
hovering over the sides of the 
heads.

Eye Level:
The eye-level shot 
is placed in level 
with a character’s 
face as if the 
audience is 
watching in level 
with the focus.

Low angles: 
Theses views are mainly 
used to give an effect of 
how small you are to the 
world. Low angles shots 
give a sense of 
powerlessness a

Oblique/Canted Angle:
An Oblique/Canted Angle can be sometimes tilted 
which is used in many popular horror movies to 
indicate to the audience that the scene is unstable

Dolly 

Pan

Pedestal 

Tilt 

Track

Roll

Music Video – Media Language 



Premiere Pro 

Practical Content

Adobe Premiere is a video editing software package.

Workspace 
You will find that all Adobe packages follow a similar house style  

: Below is the workspace area  for Premiere Pro

What is a timeline
The timeline panel is where your video takes shape. By 
dragging items from the project panel or source monitor 
and placing them in the desired order, you create a 
sequence of clips and events which play in the timeline 
from left to right.

In Premiere Pro, layers are used to work on individual parts of an 
image whilst not affecting other parts. They allow you to modify your 
image, add text, change colours, put two pictures on the same page, 
and more without modifying your original photo.

Premiere Pro layers are like sheets of stacked acetate. You can see 
through certain parts of a layer to the layer below.

ADJUSTMENT LAYER
This layer allows you to create a transparent layer where you can make 
direct changes

Layers within Premiere Pro

There are many different layers these include audio (sound), 
clips and channels 

What is frame rate?
Frame rate is the speed at which those 
images are shown, or how fast you “flip” 
through the book and it’s usually expressed 
as “frames per second,” or FPS. Each image 
represents a frame, so if a video is captured 
and played back at 24fps, that means each 
second of video shows 24 distinct still 
images. The speed at which they’re shown 
tricks your brain into perceiving smooth 
motion.

Resolution
Is the number of pixels (individual points of 
colour) contained on a display monitor.

Premiere Pro supports high resolution video 
editing at up to 10,240 × 8,192 resolution up 
to 32-bits per channel colour,

CMYK vs RGB

CMYK: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black are 
the colours used when images are being 
printed. Therefore when work is going to be 
printed make sure it is adjusted to CMYK in 
the settings.

RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the colours 
used when images are viewed onscreen.

Selection Tool
Keyboard Shortcut: V
The Selection tool allows you to perform basic selections 
and edits. You can select specific edit points and perform 
simple trims. Select multiple clips and move them around 
within the timeline, from track to track.

Track Select Forward/Backward
Keyboard Shortcut: A (Shift+A)
This tool will let you quickly select all of the clips in a sequence, 
either forward or backwards. Naturally it won’t select clips in locked 
tracks. If you hold shift, the tool will select only one track instead of 
all tracks.
Razor
Keyboard Shortcut: C
Using the Razor adds a simple edit point by cutting the clip 
wherever you use the tool. Holding shift while using the Razor will 
cut clips across all tracks, as long as they are not locked.



Music Video

I'm too hot (hot damn)
Called a police and a fireman
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Make a dragon wanna retire man
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Bi*** say my name you know who I am
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Am I bad 'bout that money
Break it down

Girls hit your hallelujah (whoo), )
Girls hit your hallelujah (whoo)
'Cause uptown funk gon' give it to you 
Saturday night and we in the spot

Don't believe me just watch uh **repeat
Hey, hey, hey, oh

Before we leave
Lemmi tell y'all a lil' something
Uptown funk you up, Uptown funk you up
**repeat

Come on, dance, jump on it
If you sexy then flaunt it
If you freaky then own it
Don't brag about it, come show me

Come on, dance, Jump on it
If you sexy then flaunt it
Well it's Saturday night and we in the spot
Don't believe me just watch come on!

Don't believe me just watch uh 
Don't believe me just watch
Hey, hey, hey, oh **repeat
Uptown funk you up, Uptown funk you up 
(say what?) **repeat

What is it all about!!!!!!!?

This hit, that ice cold
Michelle Pfeiffer, that white gold
This one for them hood girls
Them good girls straight masterpieces
Stylin', whilen, livin' it up in the city
Got Chucks on with Saint Laurent
Got kiss myself, I'm so pretty

I'm too hot (hot damn)
Called a police and a fireman
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Make a dragon wanna retire man
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Say my name you know who I am
I'm too hot (hot damn)
Am I bad 'bout that money, break it down

Girls hit your hallelujah (whoo), 
Girls hit your hallelujah (whoo)
'Cause uptown funk gon' give it to you **repeat
Saturday night and we in the spot
Don't believe me just watch (come on)

Don't believe me just watch uh **repeat
Hey, hey, hey, oh

Stop, wait a minute
Fill my cup, put some liquor in it
Take a sip, sign a check
Julio, get the stretch
Ride to Harlem, Hollywood
Jackson, Mississippi
If we show up, we gon' show out
Smoother than a fresh dry skippy

He mentions Michelle Pfeiffer (an actress 
and producer), Saint Laurent (an 
expensive designer brand) and women.
This is showcasing his celebrity lifestyle 

fame and that he can afford these things. 
He mentions other expensive things such 
as limos and motorbikes.

He is directing his song to all women 
regardless of their status. Refers to having 
self-confidence and ‘enjoying’ life.

Considers himself attractive in terms of 
looks and what he can afford.

Enjoys going out and partying, he finds 
that a way of having a good time 

US chart
Chart Position: No.1
Digital Charts: No.1

UK chart 
Chart Position: No.1
Digital Charts: No.1

Settings and Props 
• City – intertextual reference to 

other music videos and films 
• Familiar to the audience
• Outlines diversity in ethnicity 
• 80s Lincoln car references the 

80s era 

Costume, Hair and Make-up 
• Sunglasses – connotes style, 

fashion, looking ‘suave/good 
looking’

• Jewellery – has money, can 
afford fancy things 

• Bright, smart but casual 
clothing to represent his high 
middle class status

• Trilby and flat cap hats to 
highlight the 80s theme 

Facial expression and body 
language (shots)
• Full body shots so the audience 

can see the dancing
• Medium and close up shots to 

show the expressions 

Lighting and Colour 
• Highly saturated colours to 

show intensity on the bright 
colours used to connote the 
80s

• High key lighting to enhance 
the dance scenes 

• Flashing lights towards the end 
of the video to mimic a 
club/night out when they are 
on stage

The UF video is portraying a self-
parody of masculine bragging by 
deliberate exaggeration and 
undercutting of the machismo (e.g. 
by drying hair in curlers alongside a 
middle aged woman), but also 
deliberately use stereotypes. It 
represents masculinity as sexually 
predatory (though UF does this in an 
ironic way. 
The soundtrack is dominated by 
music and Bruno Mars peforming to 
camera

Colour saturation refers to the 
intensity of colour in an image. As 
the saturation increases, 
the colours appear to be more 
pure. A highly saturated image has 
vivid, rich and bright colours, while 
an image with a low saturation will 
veer towards a scale of grey.

saturation

Expressionistic: More uncommon and 
artistic/creative use of camera shots and 
movement. Often shows extreme angles or 
quick movements.

Naturalistic: Most common style of 
camera work. Shots are either fixed or 
handheld (for realism) or have subtle
slower movements. 



Music Video

If I were a boy
I think I could understand
How it feels to love a girl
I swear I’d be a better man
I’d listen to her
Cause I know how it hurts
When you lose the one you wanted (wanted)
Cause he’s taken you for granted (granted)
And everything you had got destroyed

It's a little too late for you to come back
Say it's just a mistake
Think I'd forgive you like that
If you thought I would wait for you
You thought wrong

But you’re just a boy
You don’t understand
Yeah you don’t understand
How it feels to love a girl someday
You'll wish you were a better man
You don’t listen to her
You don’t care how it hurts
Until you lose the one you wanted
Cause you’ve taken her for granted
And everything you have got destroyed
But you’re just a boy..

If I were a boy
Even just for a day
I'd roll outta bed in the morning
And throw on what I wanted and go
Drink beer with the guys
And chase after girls
I'd kick it with who I wanted
And I'd never get confronted for it
Cause they'd stick up for me

If I were a boy
I think I could understand
How it feels to love a girl
I swear I'd be a better man
I'd listen to her
Cause I know how it hurts
When you lose the one you wanted
Cause he's taken you for granted
And everything you had got destroyed

If I were a boy
I would turn off my phone
Tell everyone it's broken
So they'd think that I was sleepin' alone
I'd put myself first
And make the rules as I go
Cause I'd know that she'd be faithful
Waitin' for me to come home
To come home

She is wishing to experience life 
through a males perspective, in 

this case her partners 

From her female perspective she 
feels that males are more care 
free, have more enjoyment in 

life.

Beyoncé is outlining that men 
are not as loyal as women and 

will always have their friends to 
back them up even when wrong.

If Beyoncé was a ‘boy – guy’ 
then she would understand and 

treat women and the 
relationship with respect and 

honesty 

At this point she is directly 
referring to her partner (male). 
The perspective of the term 
‘boy’ is merely described as 
young, immature so she does 
not class him as a man that has a 
level of understanding.

monochrome
Refers to the term black and white. 

Countertype: Subverts (goes against) usual 
stereotype

Stereotype: a widely held but fixed and 
oversimplified image or idea of a particular 
type of person or thing.

*The importance of Beyoncé's videos is to 
promote a new style, both of her image and her 
music. Both are darker and moodier. Beyoncé is 
well known for frequently changing her 
appearance; and so she needs her audience to 
view her new ‘look’, and a video is the most 
dramatic and clear way, to show her new look 
and sound as well as her intended message 

Settings and Props 
• City – busy, crime in the US
• Shooting range – law and order
• Kitchen – stereotypical women's ‘place
• Party – out, having fun, friends 

Facial expression and body language (shots)
• Close up to express sadness of character 
• Medium shots– to show the flirty relationship 
• Authority - male standing and female sitting 

looking up 

Costume, Hair and Make-up 
• Police uniform – authority, law, respected 
• Hair tied in a bun – business attire, neat
• Make up, big earrings and black dress –

sophisticated and classy yet a little revealing 
• Hair out to show a more feminine and ‘sexy’ 

appeal

Lighting and Colour 
• Low key lighting used to show unhappy,

heartache and being upset
• High key lighting to show will power strength 

and strong, not being vulnerable 
• Monochrome (refer to the point made in the 

box opposite)*

US chart
Chart Position: No. 3
Digital Charts: No.1

UK chart 
Chart Position: No. 1
Digital Charts: No.1



Mise en scene
The arrangement of the scenery (what you see in the scene)
Mise-en-scène is a French term meaning literally 'to place on stage'.
These elements include: settings and props, costume hair and make up, facial 
expressions and body language, lighting and colour and the arrangement of elements in 
the frame.

Settings and Props 
• Setting - includes the background and scenery for the location
• used to influence an audience by building certain expectations 
• The location provides realism (realistic environment)
• Props- objects in the setting which play a part in the action rather than just being in 

the background 

Costume, Hair and Make-up 
• Costumes help to reveal a character’s personality, social status, or job
• It gives a sense of time- present, past, or future (the era it is set in)
• This gives the audience a sense of the characters personality through the hair and 

make up

Facial expression and body language
• A clear indicator of how someone is thinking or feeling
• Small changes can send out totally different signals
• Eyes give particularly important signals- usually to follow the direction of their sight 

Lighting and Colour 
• Low Key Lighting- creates a sharp contrast of light and dark areas
• High Key Lighting- filtered light is used and appears normal/realistic
• Lighting helps to create mood and atmosphere 
• Colours help to guide the audiences attention to key objects or gesture

Objectification:
The action of degrading someone to the status of a mere object.
Sexual objectification:
Is when a male/female views another male/female primarily as an object of sexual desire, 
rather than as a person.

Gender roles and stereotypes 

• Women are sexually objectified in Uptown funk in comparison to women in If I were a 
boy, examples are from the clothing worn  and how the men stand and  stare at them 
as they walk past. 

• Women are shown to be passive, gentle and tolerant to their male counterparts. The 
video mostly outlines the perspective of Beyoncé in the ‘stereotypical’ male role.

Music Video



In both videos: Differences:

• Soundtracks are dominated by music 
and artists perform to camera 

• Real American urban locations connote 
a sense of naturalism 

• There are expressive editing 
transitions, e.g. Whip pan edits, in UF, 
fade to black in IIWAB 

• There is intertextuality in using ‘the 
street’ in ways established by films, TV 
and other music videos

• In UF, the soundtrack consists solely of 
the song, in IIWAB there is diegetic 
sound interspersed through the song 

• UF’s saturated colour contrasts with 
the low contrast monochrome for 
IIWAB 

• UF’s use of performance, costume and 
props (e.g. hair curlers) connotes 
humour, IIWAB’s media language 
connotes seriousness 

• UF’s use of camerawork connotes 
performance (e.g. low angle, wide 
angle shots that emphasise movement 
towards camera), IIWAB’s use of 
camerawork connotes ‘realism’ (e.g. 
handheld camera, long lens street 
shots with shallow depth of focus)  

• UF’s use of editing emphasises 
moments in the music, including use of 
very rapid editing, slow motion, ‘jump 
cut dancing’, and digital rotation, 
drawing attention to its artificiality; 
IIWAB’s editing is more unobtrusive 

• IIWAB’s linear narrative contrasts with 
UF’s performance montage.

Music video producers use 
representations to: convey the meaning 
of the song; promote the artist by 
representing the artist in a way that 
matches or changes their public image; 
and promote social messages that reflect 
well on the artist. 

Representation 

Music videos are produced for a number of reasons. These include the following: to 
entertain, to sell songs/downloads for income, promote artists and promote brands 
(product placement).

There are three types of music videos; performance and narrative based.
PERFORMANCE
Many music videos include performance of the artists as part of the video
NARRATIVE
Often the video tells a story either that features in the lyrics or is suggested in the 
lyrics. This narrative can be like a mini film, it can suggest some links to a story, It 
can promote a film with clips from the film including telling a story.
CONCEPT
Concept Music Videos are videos that are based around a single idea or concept and 
are usually unusual or obscure and will include unusual images or narratives to 
maintain audience engagement.

Performance, Narrative and Concept   

Both the Mark Ronson, Bruno 
Mars – Uptown Funk (UF) and 
Beyoncé – If I Were a Boy (IIWAB) 
videos reflect multiculturalism in 
their racial and ethnic mix. IIWAB 
reflects changing attitudes to 
gender with an obvious feminist 
message about mistreatment of 
women, whereas UF is not 
feminist in its representation of 
female but suggests women are 
alongside bragging males.

Media language in the set videos 
Camerawork – e.g. distinctive shots/camera movement, handheld v controlled, 
monochrome v colour 
Editing – e.g. editing pace, effects, distinctive juxtapositions 
Mise-en-scène – e.g. use of setting/location, lighting, costume, performance 
Soundtrack – use of diegetic sound or silence 
Narrative – e.g. montage or linear narrative, Proppian heroes and villains 
how the media language portrays aspects of reality, presents a point of view, and 
represents the world to create messages and values – e.g. what is celebrated or 
criticised by the media language.
Generic conventions of music videos (including hybridity between performance and 
narrative videos, e.g. Beyoncé If I was a boy along with the use of intertextuality.

Similarities and Differences 
in the set music video:
Mark Ronson and Bruno 
Mars – Uptown Funk  & 
Beyoncé – If I was a boy

Music Video



Radio 

BBC Radio was founded in 1927 as part of the Public Service Broadcasting (PSB).
Pirate radios became widespread in the 1960
The concept of the BBC was to raise the cultural standards of the nation, so it resisted
(refused) playing solely popular music until 1967, when Radio 1 was made
Before then, popular music was always mixed with music considered to be more culturally 
significant, e.g. classical music. 

The BBC aims to fulfil its PSB 
requirement of reflecting diversity
and serving all audiences with 
distinctive programming across its 
range of stations. This allows them 
to have a compulsory payment 
made by households in the UK that 
own a TV, the money used to 
finance the BBC products.

The royal charter is the (legal – statutory) basis for the BBC. This guarantees its 
independence  and duties. The BBC use the remit to justify why the public have to pay a 
fee and why they can remain a non commercial brand.

The public will pay a TV licence.£154.50 (2019 -
2020) each year. This covers the content for 
BBC’s broadcasting services (TV, radio and 

online).
Failing to pay the fee will result into a fine and 

even imprisonment 

The concept of the BBC was to raise the cultural standards of the nation, so it resisted
(refused) playing solely popular music until 1967, when Radio 1 was made.

Before then, popular music was always mixed with music considered to be more 
culturally significant, e.g. classical music. 

Radio producers may be commercial or publically owned BBC stations. Commercial 
stations include national, regional and local stations. Commercial stations may target 
different audiences to attract advertisers interested in a niche market.

Most radio stations in the United Kingdom are considered commercial this means that 
the radio station is funded by commercials such as adverts.
Non commercial radio stations in the UK are stations owned by the BBC such as BBC 
Radio 1. They are stations that require a payment in order to use their services 

The term "public service broadcasting" 
refers to broadcasting intended for public 
benefit rather than to serve purely 
commercial interests. The communications 
regulator Ofcom requires that certain 
television and radio broadcasters fulfil 
certain requirements as part of their license 
to broadcast. All of the BBC's television and 
radio stations have a public service remit, 
including those that broadcast digitally.

Ofcom is the regulator for the communications services that we use and rely on each 
day. We make sure people get the best from their broadband, home phone and 
mobile services, as well as keeping an eye on TV and radio.

The term regulation refers to a rule or directive made and maintained by an 
authority.

Ofcom has wide-ranging powers across the television, radio, telecoms and postal 
sectors. Some of the main areas Ofcom presides over are licensing, research, codes and 
policies, complaints, competition and protecting the radio spectrum from abuse (e.g. 
pirate radio stations)

Ownership and funding 
The Radio 1 Breakfast Show is produced 
by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) and broadcast on BBC Radio 1. 
The BBC has 10 radio stations covering 
the whole of the UK (including Radio 1), 6 
stations in the so-called national regions 
of Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland, 
and 40 local radio stations serving 
defined areas of England. Each station 
has a different remit, content, style and 
target audience. 



The BBC Radio 1 service licence 
states Radio 1’s remit is ‘to 
entertain and engage a broad 
range of young listeners with a 
distinctive mix of contemporary 
music and speech. Its target 
audience is 15-29 year olds and it 
should also provide some 
programming for younger 
teenagers. It should offer a range 
of new music, support emerging 
artists - especially those from the 
UK - and provide a platform for 
live music. News, documentaries 
and advice campaigns should 
cover areas of relevance to young 
adults’. 

Reaching audiences 
People aged between 15-24 listened to just over 14 hours of radio per week last year -
seven hours less than the average adult, and 15% less than they did a decade earlier, 
according to broadcasting regulator Ofcom. Radio 1 is suffering because its core 
audience is turning away from live radio. This is largely thanks to the arrival of streaming 
services. 

Audience interaction 
The programme often has the audience on the phone, choosing tracks and occasionally 
encourages them to think they are producing a segment, choosing the tracks for half an 
hour at a time. 
The ‘mates round the table’ collective presentation style and mode of address makes the 
audience feel as if they are part of that group of friends, talking about where they went 
last night or who they saw. 
Social Media is one obvious way that the audience is interacting with the programme, 
even if most of this interaction is not ‘heard’ within the programme itself it shapes the 
nature of the programme and the involvement gains and keeps that audience. The Radio 
1 Service Licence 2016 is clear that this is the whole function of their social media 
outlets; 

Technology 
BBC says that Radio 1 should encourage the take-up of DAB and other digital 
technologies, in particular by promoting 1Xtra and making high quality content 
available on digital platforms. The broadcast output should be complemented by 
an online presence with interactive features, including some use of visual 
enhancements, which enable and encourage the audience to engage with the 
output and share their views with both the station and other listeners 

BBC radio audiences 
Radio 1 is part of a stable of radio stations that are designed to cover the range of 
tastes and cater for every audience, including: 

• Radio 1 targets 15-29 year olds with popular music 
• Radio 1Xtra targets fans of black music 
• Radio 2 targets a mass audience with a mix of speech and music 
• Radio 3 targets fans of high culture with classical music, arts programmes 

and drama 
• Radio 4 targets an educated mass audience with a mix of talk radio genres 
• Radio 5 Live targets news and sports fans 
• BBC 6 Music targets the discerning popular music fan by including rarities 

and older music 
• BBC Asian network targets British Asians. 

Radio 

Clara Amfo has a background as a presenter for 
Nickelodeon and CBBC. She interned in marketing 
at KISS FM and was nominated in 2012 for a Sony 
Radio Award as a ‘Rising Star’.

She joined BBC Radio 1Xtra as a host of the 
weekend breakfast show and joined the MTV chart 
shows. In 2015 she became the host of The Official 
Chart on BBC Radio 1 - crossing over from 1Xtra -
and later went on to host the Live Lounge (hosted 
on both Radio 1 and 1Xtra). 

The Live Lounge is also the name of a room in the Radio 1 studios where many of the 
performances are broadcast. 

Live Lounge performances are also broadcast from the larger BBC Maida Vale Studios 
(London). 

Current figures for the Live Lounge include: 
• Facebook = over 33K
• Radio 1 Twitter = over 3M followers, but the Live Lounge only has just over 1K
• YouTube = Over 6.48M



Crime Drama

A "serial" is usually a fictional story, which is divided into 
parts and broadcast perhaps every day or every week.

Codes are systems of signs, which create meaning. Codes can be 
divided into two categories – technical and symbolic. 

Conventions are the generally accepted ways of doing 
something.

• A serialised TV drama usually runs week in, week out, all 
year round

• It features continuous  storylines 
• It deals with domestics/family relationships
• Well known theme tune 
• Plots are open ended

What are codes and conventions of a serial television drama? 

Escapism is the avoidance of unpleasant, boring daily life aspects. 
It can also be seen as a way to relieve persisting feelings of depression or 
general sadness.
Realism is the quality or fact of representing a person or thing in a way that 
is accurate and true to life.

The US use a lot of internet to distribute their dramas such 
as Netflix. 
Although the internet has parameters they tend to be 
more lenient in regards to their narratives and content. 
The UK have many dramas on mainstream TV such as the 
BBC and ITV, these are regulated by OFCOM

Narrative - A spoken or written account of connected events; a story.

Although crime dramas are fictional they use a sense of realism to 
engage their audience. However, these are exaggerated for 
entertainment purposes.

In TV crime drama there are main categories to describe the different character types; officers of the law, 
victims, suspects and criminals.
Criminals - commit the crimes
Victims - suffer
Officers of the law - try to solve the crime

We mostly root for the law to win and the villains to lose. The characters drive the story forward, making us love 
or hate them.

There are many types of detectives
• Hero cop/Heroine cop
• Anti-hero
• Quirky detectives
• Bad tempered 
• Psychology experts
• Buddy partners

• A central figure detective is so crucial to some crime dramas that the 
show is named after them. This is what is known as an eponymous 
hero, e.g. Wycliffe, Ironside, Inspector Morse, A Touch of Frost.

• It could be that the there is a duo (buddy partners); Dalziel and Pascoe 
or Dempsey and Makepiece.

• Ensemble dramas also exist, The Bill, Law and Order, The Wire and The 
Shield.

Eponymous hero – when the drama is named after the person/duo.
Ensemble dramas – the drama is named after the unified members working together.

The theorist Vladimir Propp

Hero – who goes on a quest

Villain – who is against the hero

Dispatcher – who sets the hero off on their quest

Donor – helps the hero

Princess – the prize for the hero

False hero - perceived as good character in beginning 

Helper - prepares the hero or gives the hero an important object

Criminals represent the opposition to the law. 
They can be weak, misguided, stupid or clever. 
At times the criminals are often portrayed as 
selfish, arrogant people who we are meant to 
dislike. 
In other dramas, the criminals are complex 
people who may have suffered themselves in 
their past.

Places are a key convention of any drama. We 
associate settings with crime dramas; New 
York City features in the title of NYPD Blue and 
CSI:NY, however, It is not only cities.

The term regulation refers to a rule or directive made and 
maintained by an authority.

Style is about the look and sound of the programme , the 
feel of it. This also includes the way the camera moves, 
the way the scenes are staged and cut, the mood of the 
music and the dialogue that is used.



Crime Drama

Personal Identity
• Audiences in the 60s were much more loyal to particular channels 
• ITV might viewer see themselves as more ‘down-to-earth’ 
• BBC viewer might see themselves as more ‘cultured’ and ‘better educated’ 
• The Avengers offered an opportunity to identify with role models

Social Interaction
• The whole households would watch TV together 
• Programmes that offered unusual and interesting representations, such as The 

Avengers would generate discussion 
• Audiences used TV as a substitute for real-life social interaction would find these 

need met by the recurrence of familiar characters
• Series such as The Avengers were also important in communicating a sense of 

Britishness to the country and to the world.

Entertainment
• Audiences were much more naive– television could represent a magical world 

to escape
• Escapism was most evident in game shows and talent contests
• The Avengers would offer escapism through their representation of a world of 

competence, sophistication, humour,
• The Avengers offered an entertaining combination of villains every week for the 

central pairing to fight against

Surveillance
• Television was carried primarily by documentaries, current affairs and social 

realist drama
• Entertainment-focused drama series could offer a sense of looking in to an 

inaccessible world 
• The Avengers, the glamorous world of the upper middle classes and the world of 

espionage (spying)

Television Industry in mid-1960s Britain was scarce (rare). Only three channels were 
available and one of those (channels) were not available on older television sets.
Televisions were expensive, small, unreliable, and monochrome. There was no 
broadcasting for large parts of the day and all television channels closed down at night 
(playing the national anthem). 

ITV started in 1955, designed to be competition for the BBC’s monopoly over television 
broadcasting and to allow advertising on television for the first time. ITV was seen as the 
more working class channel whereas the BBC was seen as more middle class. 

Neither ITV or the BBC was part of an international media conglomerate. The BBC was and 
is a public corporation governed by Royal Charter and funded by licence-fee payers. 

ITV was a network of regional television companies who competed with each other to 
provide programmes for the channel and provided some regional content for their 
transmission area. 

Female roles
• Emma Peel is a protagonist, referred to the side helper (Propp)
• She is sexualised throughout in terms of clothing and her flirty 

relationship with John
• She is also considered a countertype as she does play a central role 
• There are only two women shown throughout the episode

Intertextual References - The Avengers episode is based on the Cold War

As the episode continues, the 1965 audience would have quickly understood that the 
town of Little Bazeley is under threat from fifth columnists, referencing World War II films 
such as Went the Day Well? From 1944. 

The sleepy English country village of Lower Bazeley offers an intertextual reference to an 
illusion, as sinister intruders are impersonating stereotypical British characters. 

Audiences in 1965 would have made the connections with the Cold War threat from the 
Soviet Union.

Gender: Mostly stereotypical with male dominance and female submissive and sexualised, 
however, Ms Peel does show a countertype through her leading role, saving Mr Steed. This 
links with ITV and changing of women’s rights 
Ethnicity: All Caucasian cast, no feature of any other ethnicity 
Sexuality: No actual relationships but all deemed to be heterosexual 
Crime: throughout there was only one crime committed, this crime was linked to the Cold 
War, was references throughout. Linking the social norms of the times

Male roles
• John Steed is the main protagonist, referred to the hero (Propp). 
• He has a sophisticated persona in terms of clothing and etiquettes 

yet cheeky and flirty mannerism, especially towards Emma Peele
• Males are dominant throughout the episode taking the lead role 

either as the villain or hero
• Males also out number the women in the episode 



Crime Drama

Personal Identity
• Television series with ensemble casts, such as Cuffs, do not offer simple hero and 

villain roles that enable identification with role models. 
• Audiences identify with the values celebrated by the programme, such as public 

order, professional teamwork, comradeship, and dedication to duty in the face of 
public indifference

• Or choose favourites as role models from among the ensemble cast.

Social Interaction
• Television series with ensemble casts, such as Cuffs, offer audiences a team, or 

substitute family, they can adopt a ‘mother’ role – forgiving the characters’ 
weaknesses, admiring their achievements, and hoping for the best for them. 

• Particular pleasures for those who use television as a substitute for real life 
interaction. 

• Hard-hitting storylines can lead to discussions 
• Family-friendly shows allow those families that still watch television together to do 

so. Britishness to the country and to the world.

Entertainment
• Programmes that represent a self-contained fictional world offer escapism to 

viewers – either social realist or fantastic worlds both work well in this respect.
• Cuffs offers the fictional world of a coherent police team and their disparate off-

duty activities. 
• The show offers: comedy, suspense and action, some elements of spectacle and 

attractive actors.

Surveillance
• Cuffs is a social realist drama that offers a sense of informing the viewer about 

aspects of society with which they are not familiar, such as police work.

Television in 2010s Britain is provided by a wide range of industries: publically-owned PSB 
television providers (BBC, C4), commercially-owned PSB television providers (ITV, C5), 
commercially-owned non-PSB television providers (e.g. Sky, Sony, Viacom, Disney), foreign 
state-owned providers (e.g. those for Russia Today, Al Jazeera), commercial streaming-only 
services (e.g. Amazon, Netflix).

Rookie officer with privileges 
• PC Vickers is a protagonist, referred to the side helper (Propp) 

although throughout the episode he is deemed to be unhelpful 
• He needs to prove himself as he has been given the officer role 

because of his fathers position
• Makes multiple mistakes and has the insight of being an officer in 

Brighton which has a diverse community 

Crime References - The Avengers uses a sense of realism in the multiple the crimes 
Throughout the episode there are multiple crimes including various police officers and 
members of the public.
Some of the cases interlink with each other 
Throughout the episode police officers are shown to have authority but also mocked, 
evidence of this is from the opening scene showing juxtaposition between what is 
visually happening in comparison to what the chief inspector is promoting during his 
speech. 
Integrity between police officers and the public are also challenged throughout

Gender: females - There are a range of females throughout, from police officers, DS 
(detective Sergeant) to criminals e.g. DS Moffat – high up in the rank
males – some are seen to be superior to women, others are shown to be an equal e.g. 
PC Draper single parent – tries to do well by them, takes the job seriously, gives his 
opinions 
Ethnicity - Cuffs show a multicultural Britain e.g. Inc. Asian and Black, despite this there 
is still elements of racism 
Sexuality: PC Vickers openly mentions he is gay (features homosexuality)
Crime: a range of crime from petty, self-harm to murder

Experienced officer 
• PC Draper is the main protagonist, referred to the hero (Propp) 
• He is a dedicated and experienced police officer that has worked 

hard to reach and maintain his profession
• He is a dominant character that gives his views
• His boos is DS Moffat (a female higher up the rank)

Much television is provided by international media conglomerates. Cuffs, for example, 
was produced by Tiger Aspect Productions, a successful ‘independent’ production 
company which is part of a group (Endemol Shine Productions) currently 50% owned by 
21st Century Fox. This media conglomerate owns, wholly or in part:
• 20th Century Fox film studio 
• Fox News
• 20th Century Fox television
• Sky UK/Ireland/Deutschland/Italia/Amstrad
• Fox Digital Entertainment
• Fox Music
• Endemol Shine



Active audiences/audience response and interpretation Television audiences, though still relatively passive, are more active than in the 1960s. Apart from the readiness to switch 
channels, the phenomenon of ‘second screening’ – commenting on social media while watching linear television – allows far greater audience feedback and interactivity.

This is considered a major factor in the survival of scheduling on linear television channels in the age of video on demand. Second screening, together with the success of programming 
such as sport and talent shows relying on audience votes, encourages ‘live’ viewing.

One example of different interpretations and audience activity is the fact that a petition to save Cuffs on Change.org gained about 12,000 supporters, with comments such as: ‘CUFFS IS 
THE BEST THING TO HAPPEN ON TV! I love it so much! I actually cried when it ended.’ This was after the second series was cancelled following average viewing figures and some less 
than positive reviews. The fan campaign following the cancellation trended on Twitter.

Crime Drama

Camera - examples from the text 
• Camera zooms into Emma’s bum as 

John and her are having a pretend 
sword fight linking to her being 
sexualised

• Close ups of facial expression to show 
the emotions of characters 

• Wide shot of the pub (inn) as they 
arrive, this connotes to the audience 
that this location is crucial to the plot

Editing - examples from the text 
• The scene as Mr Smallwood is being 

chased by the dogs is intense, shot 
reverse shots of him and the dogs 

• Cuts from Emma Peel and the priest as 
she begins to unravel the case and his 
true identity

Mise en scene - examples from the text 
• Scene of Emma Peel’s apartment

promotes her feminine side, the 
exaggerated eyes as a prop

• The clothing that Emma Peel wears is 
to attract the male audience

• Emma Peel has multiple outfit changes 
throughout the episode whereas John 
Steed does not

• The case is in a deserted town, 
audiences are only shown one of each 
building such as a church, a school a 
pub (inn) suggesting to the audience 
that they are a small close community

Sound – examples from the text 
Non-diegetic sound – e.g. music that 
connotes danger 
• Music intensifying as the scene 

continues into a fight scene
• Intense music that becomes 

quicker in pace is emphasised as a 
hot branding iron is used as a 
weapon to hurt John Steed

Diegetic sound
• Emma Peel raising her voice so she 

can be rescued
• The dialogue between Emma and 

John
• Emma regaining her heroism by 

‘enough to feed an army’ , solving 
the case 

Camera - examples from the text
• Establishing shot of the opening scene 

to set the drama, this cleverly sets the 
first incident that takes place on a 
beech.

• Birds eye view of a white vehicle 
weaving in and out of cars, along with 
the non diegetic siren noise connotes 
that the car is a police officer

Editing - examples from the text 
• A relatively fast pace of the opening, 

this coincides with non diegetic sound 
of a call over the radio, insinuating a 
type of criminal activity

• The cross-cutting at the begining with 
PC Draper and Chief Superintendent 
Robert Vickers as he speaks about 
police officers and their integrity, this 
shows juxtaposition between them

Mise en scene - examples from the text 
• There is a uniform worn, this gives the 

audience a further understanding of 
the type of show Cuffs is

• The clothing is an indication of a form 
of hierarchy as most PC’s are in a 
uniform whereas DC’s (for example) 
are in smart clothing of their own

• Multiple scenes are shown to portray 
to the audience the vast amount of 
cases and areas that they are expected 
to cover on their shift e.g. on the 
beach, on the high street and involved 
on a police chase on quiet and busy 
roads

Sound – examples from the text 
Non-diegetic sound – e.g at the start
• Music played at the start of the 

episode to set the tone of the drama
• Voice of Chief Superintendent 

Robert Vickers talking over a different 
scene then panning back to him 
highlights both diegetic and non 
diegetic sound

• Police sirens but no visibility of a 
vehicle connotes danger to the 
audience

Diegetic sound
• PC Draper shouting at PC Vickers when 

he made a mistake during the car 
chase, this highlights his authority over 
the rookie officer

Social and cultural contexts mean that television audiences expect diverse representations in their television programmes. In multicultural and post-feminist Britain it would seem 
unusual to have a solely white male ensemble cast, whereas in the 1960s any deviation from this would have been noticed. The presence of a gay character who is not defined by his 
sexuality in Cuffs, for example, reflects the BBC’s assumption that audiences would not find this representation unsettling. 

Avengers Cuffs



Newspaper industry  

Some key words to include when analysing
• Masthead the newspaper’s title displayed on the front page
• Headline a phrase that summarises the main point of the article. Headlines are in large print and different style in 

order to catch the attention of the reader
• Image/Photograph helps make the page look more interesting, it can add understanding of a story and/or entice 

someone to read the article
• Standfirst block of text that introduces the story, normally in a style different to the body text and headline
• Caption a brief description of a photograph or graphic

.

. 

Personal identity - Newspaper readership can still be used 
as a symbol of one’s social identity. The term ‘Guardian 
reader’ connotes a certain type of social attitude and The 
Observer similarly reinforces a set of social and political 
attitudes, and thus identity, in its representations. For 
example, Observer readers like to think of themselves as 
open-minded and this is reflected in the Observer’s 
practice
Entertainment - The entertainment function of 
newspapers may take the form of humour – in punning 
headlines, in cartoons, or in comedic opinion pieces. 
Newspapers further offer games, puzzles, crosswords and 
the like.
Surveillance - The major use of newspapers is to offer a 
sense of knowing what is going on in the world. 
Newspapers offer a range of information; Hard news: 
stories, interpretive articles, opinion pieces about current 
affairs. Soft news: celebrity and entertainment news and 
gossip, sports news and opinion, cultural reviews, and 
lifestyle advice and information
Social interaction and integration - Newspapers offer 
stories and opinions to readers that may form the basis of 
conversations with others. Traditionally they offered the 
opportunity for privacy in crowded social situations with 
strangers, such as on a train

Broadsheets consist of majority hard news topics. They are also known as compact newspapers, other broadsheets: The 
Guardian, The Observer, The Times, The Financial Times, The Telegraph

Mid –Market Tabloids are also known as black tops, they consist of both hard and soft news, e.g. of these include Daily 
Mail and Daily Express. 

Tabloids are more compact in size than broadsheets and are also known as red tops They consist of mostly soft news, 
other tabloids The Sun, Daily Mirror, Daily Star.

Soft news primarily deal with commentary, entertainment, arts and lifestyle. 
Soft news is defined as information that is primarily entertaining or personally useful. Soft news is often compared to hard 
news.

Hard news "coverage of breaking events involving top leaders, major issues, or significant disruptions in the routines of 
daily life." Things such as governmental issues, crisis and war are examples of hard news.

While the purposes of both hard and soft news include informing the public, the two differ from one another in both the 
information contained within them and the methods that are used to present that information



Newspaper industry  

Advantage Disadvantage 

Print 

Online

• Read on the go
• Traditional 

• Cost money
• Audience tend to be passive 

• Free 
• Can subscribe and get 

updates on particular news 
topics

• Audience can be active 
• Constant update 
• Available on multiple 

platforms

• Battery life of device being 
used 

Active/passive audiences: Traditionally, the audience for a newspaper was primarily 
passive – they could choose which newspapers to buy and could write to the editor but 
would otherwise have to accept what they were given. Online newspapers cultivate a far 
more active audience, but still retain the editorial supremacy of the newspaper itself. 
Thus, the Observer website has no user generated content; the audience are limited to 
responding to the journalists’ output. The Twitter and Instagram feeds similarly offer 
content for response.

The Observer website is linked to The Guardian. Although it reads Guardian at the top 
they are articles associated with The Observer NOT the Guardian. You know this as on 
the side panel it reads The Observer.

The reason for this is because the Observer is a Sunday paper and The Guardian is daily.

Similarities Differences

Please note:
Online news media 
language varies 
across PC, tablet and 
phone (also social 
media).

• Similar use of colours
• Similar layout – advert on top, 

newspaper title below, main 
articles underneath

• Same font style (sans serif)
• Will feature the same stories (but 

online will have more of a variety)

Online
• Let users “share” “like” or 

“recommend” content via 
Facebook/twitter and other social 
media platforms

• A comment section
• Links to related and recommended 

content
• Greater prominence of lifestyle, 

opinion and sports articles
• More images 
• Longer headlines to attract click 

through on social media.
• Options to subscribe 
• Different use of language 
Print 
• Pay for a copy 
• No live updates 

Observer’s audiences are 
much larger than its 
circulation suggest, because 
many more access The 
Observer online. 

Print Observer readers are 
very equally spread between 
male and female. 
They are upmarket readers, 
68% class AB, 78% class 
ABC1. They live mostly in 
London and the south (53%). 

The Observer has sections 
which are designed to appeal 
to different types of readers. 
The main section of the print 
version consists of news and 
opinion – a mix of the 
traditional ‘hard’ news 

The Observer/Guardian is a 
centre left newspaper which 
means they are slightly 
more biased towards Labour 
views but may agree with 
some Conservative view 
points.

Most Observer/Guardian 
readers would class 
themselves as being quite 
liberal but still favour 
towards things such as NHS.



Practical Content 

• Magazine readers rank highest in terms of affluence (wealth – have a higher 
household income) and are highly engaged with the medium

• strengthening their value with consumers by engaging more deeply with them
• indulging in content that is high in personal relevance and interest. (average of 

50 minutes per issue)
• integrated media exposure helps to drive and reach target audiences 
• augmented reality is being used to transport consumers from the print page to 

the website through their smartphones – helps drive action 

Key Terms 
Sub-genre - Smaller 
groups
within a larger type of 
media text.
Within the magazine 
genre the
sub-genres may include 
music, fashion and
gaming.

Augmented reality (AR) -
is an interactive 
experience of a real-world 
environment where the 
objects that reside in the 
real world are enhanced 
by computer-generated 
perceptual information 
(e.g. The Pokémon Go 
game)

Looking at Blumler and Katz 
• Personal identity – reinforcing your own values and beliefs, how you can relate to the 

text (media product)
• Social interaction and integration – discussing what you have found out, being part of 

what is happening for e.g. giving your views points 
• Entertainment – what you consume should give enjoyment and also some form of 

‘escapism’ enabling us to forget our worries temporarily
• Surveillance – our need to know what is going on in the world, to seeking information, 

this is usually factual 

Fashion magazines are an essential component of the fashion industry. They are 
the medium that conveys and promotes the design's vision to the eventual 
purchaser. Balancing the priorities has led to the diversity of the modern 
periodical market.

Fashion magazines have also had to compete against the internet just like every 
other print magazine

Masthead

Main Image 

Selling line

Cover line

Mode of address
The way in which a media text ‘speaks’ to its audience. The mode of address may be formal 
like a news programme, or informal like this magazine. 

House style
This is what  makes the magazine recognisable to its readers every issue. The house style is 
established through the choice of colour, the layout and design, the font style and the general 
‘look’ of the publication.

IPSO is the regulator of press standards 
for the majority of the UK's newspapers 
and magazines,
regulating more than 1,500 print titles 
and more than 1,000 online titles.

Media regulation 

Self-regulation

Gatekeeper

Censorship

Free speech

Private v. public

The purpose of 
regulation and 
classification

Regulation is used to 
protect and benefit 
people, businesses 
and the environment 
and to support 
economic growth. 
Their specific roles 
and responsibilities 
are varied – ranging 
from protecting 
consumers and 
promoting the 
effective functioning 
of markets to wider 
responsibilities 
around the 
environment and 
safety.



• Front cover and a double-page spread article for an informative and entertaining fashion magazine aimed at an audience of 14 – 18 year olds. 
• Use of layout and house style appropriate to a fashion magazine aimed at 14–18 year 
• Use of language that appropriately addresses an audience through its vocabulary, register, tone and mode of address 
• Choice of mise-en-scène in photography appropriate to a fashion magazine 
• A range of shots appropriate to a fashion magazine
• Use of representations
• Viewpoints, messages, values and beliefs that attempt to reflect those of an audience

Practical Content 

Analysing your target audience and collating evidence 
Include the following:
• Make sure it links to the brief 14 – 18 years old
• What type of people will you be targeting? This will be who you are going 

to ask your questions to 
• This audience is youthful, are likely to possess smartphones, computers 

and social media accounts
• You do not need to have many questions e.g. 8 - 10 but they should be 

informative and aid you with your research
• Questions should include both open and closed types 

A closed question is 
where the person 
would answer by 
circling one of the 
answers you have 
provided for them. 
E.g. do you read 
fashion magazines yes 
or no

An open question is a 
question that you 
want them to give 
their own opinion on. 
E.g. What attracts you 
to fashion magazines?

Creating a flat plan and providing the colour scheme is important. This gives you a template of how you will 
complete your final magazine cover and content page. It helps with the design process. Your flat plans 
should show some reference and influence from your magazine analysis. You need to mention how you 
follow and challenge media conventions. *Remember conventions are the typical way of doing something.

You need to produce two 
examples of possible 
front cover designs, 

including the shot type, 
colour scheme, model(s) 
used, font style and any 

other relevant 
information that is 

needed.

You need to do the same as mentioned on the front cover to 
the double page spread. Remember that all images used 

should be your own. You  can have a minimum of one found 
image but this must not be your main image and should be 

referenced in your planning.


